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“Blue Mind” theory shows 




New Orleans Louisiana, 
succeeded in surrounding the 
attendees with good vibes, 
great music and a loving, open 
environment.
 On March 11 and 12, 
festival goers  ocked to Mardi 
Gras World to listen and dance 
to music that ranged from hip-
hop to EDM.
  e festival hosted 60 
artists, including Kid Cudi, Future, 
Pretty Lights, Sam Feldt, CHVRCHES, 
Datsik and many others. 
  e wide array of music was 
not the only thing that set BUKU apart 
from other festivals.
 New Orleans art and culture 
was intertwined throughout the entire 
experience.
 “Pop-up” performances by 
breakdancers, drummers and violinists 
as well as live gra  ti art by local artists 
are a few of the unique characteristics 
of the festival. 
 Festival attendee, Alyssa 
Frye, said that the “pop-up” perfor-
mances created variety and were 
her favorite part of BUKU. 
 “My favorite memory about 
BUKU would have to be when my 
friend and I were walking in be-
tween stages trying to get to the 
next music set and we randomly 
stumbled upon two street artist 
playing string instruments,” said 
Frye. “Our faces instantly lit up and 
we started dancing in the middle 
of the festival with strangers. It was 
so awesome to hear raw and live 
string instruments being played in 
an unexpected spot at the festival. 
We had been listening to a lot of 
mixed and electronic made music, 
so it was a nice surprise to hear 
and appreciate live pop up street 
per-formances”
  e festival utilizes every 
part of Mardi Gras world, including 
the  oats, giving the attendee an 
exclusive behind the scenes look 
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Briana Rivas
REPORTER | @BRILAURENBELA
 Author and marine biolo-
gist Wallace J. Nichols has con-
ducted years of research to show 
how being on, under or near the 
ocean is bene cial to one’s health. 
In his book, “Blue Mind” he de-
scribes why humans are drawn to 
the ocean, how the brain is a ect-
ed and how it a ects an overall 
general feeling of well being.
 Many studies in the past 
focused on how the brain is 
a ected by di erent mediums.  
From music to television, these 
are all things that have been re-
searched.  
 However, a study on the 
e ect of the rhythms of the ocean 
PHOTO COURTESY OF BLUE MIND 
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Coastal makes 
history in CIT 
Ian Brooking
REPORTER | @ian_brooking
 A er a surprising loss to Gardner-Webb in the quar-
ter nal of the Big South tournament, the Chanticleers got 
back to their winning ways Tuesday night in the College Insid-
ers Tournament.
SEE CIT HISTORY    PAGE 8
BUKU Music and Arts Festival, located in 
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The Chanticleer is the editorially independent 
student produced weekly newspaper of Coastal 
Carolina University. The fi rst issue of The 
Chanticleer was released on October  23, 1963. 
The Chanticleer is published weekly in the fall and 
spring semesters. Letters to the editor are welcome 
from the Coastal Carolina University community. 
The Editor-in-Chief reserves the right to condense 
and edit submissions for libel and space. A letter 
to the editor does not guarantee submission. 
Advertisements refl ect the views and opinions 
of the advertiser, not the views and the opinions 
of The Chanticleer. Articles represent the views 
and opinions of the author and/or people in the 
article. The Chanticleer is committed to accuracy. 
If you fi nd an error or mistake in an issue of The 
Chanticleer, please let us know. Mistakes can 
be reported to thechanticleer@g.coastal.edu. 
Corrections will be printed in the following issue. 
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS 
The Chanticleer staff  apologizes for incor-
rect information about Kappa Sigma and 
Jonathan Bruenn, a candidate for SGA pres-
ident, in a news story on Feb. 24. The article 
incorrectly stated the reason the fraternity 
was suspended for about a month in late 
2014. We regret this error.
The Chanticleer TheChanticleerTheChanticleerNews
 Miss South Carolina 2013, Brooke Mo-
steller, did a seminar entitled “LeaderSHEEP: How 
I Spell Leadership” on March 3.
 She talked about the  ve leadership skills 
you need by using the word LeaderSHEEP from 
her new novel. She co-wrote this novel with her 
mother. Mosteller is a current law student at the 
University of South Carolina and will be graduat-
ing in May. She graduated from Furman in 2012.
 I ran into Mosteller before the seminar 
started. She was incredibly sweet and friendly. She 
had a  rm handshake and kept asking me ques-
tions about myself. Little did I know, this was part 
of her must have leadership skills. 
  e SHEEP acronym stands for smile, 
handshake, eye contact, engage, and posture. 
 She talked about how a smile will make 
you appear more welcoming and friendly. A  rm 
handshake will help you gain professionalism and 
respect from others. 
 Mosteller went over how important it is to 
keep eye contact when you are talking to someone. 
It is much more meaningful to keep eye contact 
when you are talking to someone rather than look-
ing at your phone because the eyes are the window 
to someones soul. You can tell the emotion of how 
someone feels about that topic they are discussing 
my keeping eye contact. 
 Mosteller covered how to be engaged with 
people by constantly communicating with them. 
You can do this by asking them questions. For 
example, as Miss South Carolina 2013, she has had 
to go into a room full of people where she does not 
know anyone. By asking them questions, she was 
able to learn information and keep the conversa-
tion going. 
 Lastly, Mosteller went over having good 
posture. At the Miss. American pageant, one con-
testant said how having good posture is your best 
accessory because it is free and you will automati-
cally look better. 
 A er you have these  ve skills of leader-
ship covered, you need to beware of the “four D’s” 
that can hold you back from being an adequate 
leader.  ey are drinking, drugs, dating, and dumb 
friends. If you look out for these four D’s and not 
let them distract you, you can then focus on what 
really matters and not waste your time or your life. 
For example, if you are having trouble with dumb 
friends, you should think of the phrase her coach 
used to say, “show me your friends and I’ll show 
you your future.” 
  roughout the whole seminar, Mosteller 
radiated positivity and happiness. Mosteller said 
she stays positive from thinking about what she can 
control. For example, if she is in an uncomfortable 
situation, she will critic the problem. 
 She will think about what she can control, 
how this will a ect her longterm, and what is true 
here. She said part of having wisdom is thinking 
longterm. Instead of getting upset about some-
thing, think about what is true in that situation and 
what you control. For example, you can control 
how you feel.
 Most importantly, Mosteller discussed her 
mantra, “Go Higher.”  You can “Go Higher” by not 
comparing yourself to others. Mosteller said there 
is no like you out there and God made you unique. 
If you feel yourself feeling defeated or confused, 
you should think of these two words.  
 Mosteller’s  nal tip of advice was that 
you should “do what scares you and give yourself 
grace.” 
COURTESY PHOTO
 A college education could be bene cial 
to a new union according to a study performed 
by the National Center for Health Statistics.
 e research  nds that women and men that 
receive a higher education have a greater 
probability of experiencing a lasting marriage, 
compared with those that own a high school 
diploma or less.
  e study estimates that 78% of women 
who have obtained their bachelor’s degree have 
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 Sustainability and Envi-
ronmental Health and Safety at 
Coastal have teamed up in the 
e ort to reduce the number of 
Aerosol cans in the Horry County 
Land ll.
 According to the Direc-
tor of Environmental Health and 
Safety, Boyd Holt, the metal in the 
cans does not break down.  is 
can cause the cans to become pro-
jectiles which puts county land ll 
workers in immediate danger. 
 “Being able to recycle the 
metal cans will keep them out of 
the land ll for safety reasons,” said 
Holt. “ e fact that if these aero-
sol cans are simply tossed in the 
regular trash, they could injure a 
worker on the land ll surface.  e 
cans are sometimes ran through 
some kind of processing facility 
and I know workers have been 
injured from these.”
 According to an article by 
EKO Environmental Corp, these 
cans are highly combustible. 
 “ e aerosol cans contain 
both the main product and the 
propellants which are packed un-
der pressure,” the article read.  
        
 “ e propellants are highly 
combustible and might even end 
up in the explosion of the can, 
when exposed to heat.  ere is ev-
ery possibility of the land ll work-
er being hurt by the entire process 
as well. So, it is very important to 
ensure that the cans are properly 
disposed.”
 Coastal’s maintenance uses 
a large number of aerosol cans each 
month. While most of the bottles are 
squirt bottles, the dust cleaner that 
is used to regularly clean the  oors 
in buildings on campus is contained 
in an aerosol spray can.
 Coastal maintenance worker, 
Kenny Grissett, said that he feels the 
program is necessary.
 “Usually I use the dust mop 
spray a couple times when I’m doing 
the  oors,” said Grissett. “One can 
usually lasts about a week or so. I 
think this program is really needed 
because safely getting rid of it, it not 
going into the trash, and having a 
safe place to put it is a superb thing.”
 Holt said that there are 
future plans to put bins in some 
buildings around campus. 
 “We’ve been working with 
Sustainability and they are going to 
provide bins to locations that would 
routinely generate these aerosol 
cans like facilities, maintenance, and 
things like that,” said Holt. “Oth-
er areas that may only have a can 
a month can call in so we can get 
them on a case by case basis.” 
 With the pressing state of 
the environment, the importance of 
reserving the planet is obvious.
 Boyd stressed that it is 
important for everyone to recycle, 
especially those living inland. 
 “It’s important for us to recy-
cle especially living in a tourist area,” 
said Holt. “We only have so much 
land ll room at Horry County and 
when it’s gone our stu  will have to 
be trucked to other locations. It’s 




disappointing living in a tourist 
area because recycling isn’t pro-
moted much in the businesses and 
motels by the beach, which kinda 
o sets anything that anybody in-
land does for the recycling e ort. 
We have to be more proactive in 
that area.” 
  e program o  cially 
began on February 26 when the 
“Green Team” from the Environ-
mental Health and Safety o  ce 
went out and collected the  rst 
batch of aerosol cans from the 
designated drop o  areas.
 For information regard-
ing the designated drop o  areas, 
contact the Environmental Health 
O  ce at 843-349-2817.
a likely marriage life of at least 20 years for their 
 rst marriage, while just 40% of women with a high 
school degree or less could see their  rst marriage 
last just as long.
 About 65% of men with a bachelor’s degree 
could see their  rst marriage last 20 years or more 
versus just 50% of men with a high school diploma 
or less.
 A college degree is a desirable trait in a mate,” 
said Sean Pierce, a student counselor at Coastal 
Carolina University’s Counseling Services. “People 
want and need someone who can help man-age life 
in a responsible and successful way.”
  e study, reported by the Pew Research 
Center, uses a derivation of marital history data 
con-structed by the National Survey of Family 
Growth that included a sampling of women and 
men aged 15-44 (22-44 for educational compari-
sons).
 In addition, a 2011 study by the Pew 
Research Center recognized that 78% of adults 
who hold college degrees had ever been married 
compared to 69% of those without a high school 
diploma, thus furthering the disparity associating 
education and marriage in the U.S.
Pierce said that possessing mutual goals and 
interests as well as di ering interests are certainly 
bene cial to any successful marriage.
 Financial stability also plays an im-
portant role when seeking a  rst time spouse, 
while possessing a college degree works as an 
investment tool for future earnings explained 
Pierce.                     
  e Pew report also states that college edu-
cated adults marry later in life, an equally import-
ant element to an enduring wedlock.
 “Generally, those who married older have a 
better chance at successful marriages,” said Pierce.
 According to research performed by the 
National Marriage Project at the University of 
Virginia, in 2011 a college graduate’s average salary 
was 84% higher than that of a high school gradu-
ate’s.
 Yet, this does not just exhibit a  nancial 
disparity. It’s also a  liated with age.
 “For those who aspire to high-income and 
high-status occupations, training, and apprentice-
ship can stretch well into the mid-twenties and 
even thirties,” said Pierce.
 And for a woman with a college education, 
marrying later may indicate a bigger income.
PHOTO COURTESY OF PEW RESEARCH CENTER 
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Millennials make a mark 
at polls in South Carolina 
Kaley Lawrimore
REPORTER | @kaleylawrimore
 For the  rst time 
in the 2016 contest, South 
Carolina saw more millen-
nials participating in the 
state’s Republican primary 
than they did in the Demo-
cratic one. 
 According to a press 
release sent out by  e 
Center for Information and 
Research on Civic Learning 
and Engagement, or CIR-
CLE, it shows that overall 
18% of South Carolina’s 
youth took to the polls in 
the “First in the South” 
primary.
 Secretary Hillary 
Clinton was the winner of 
the South Carolina primary 
for the Democratic side, 
although people ages 17-29 
preferred Senator Bernie 
Sanders 54% to 46% over 
Clinton. 
  ose numbers 
are a far smaller margin of 
support among youth than 
“Sanders enjoyed in pervi-
ous 2016 primaries,” stated 
CIRCLE. 
 Studies show that 
the young Republicans’ vote 
choice also di ered from 
those of older generations. 
According to CIRCLE, 
“youth were less likely to 
support Donald Trump, 
26% compared to 33% of all 
primary voters.”
 Senator Ted Cruz 
was the top pick for the 
young Republicans with 
28%. 
 Overall, nearly 
130,000 young people took 
their voice to the polls in 
the South Carolina pri-
maries.  e Republican 
Primary, that was held 
on Saturday February 20, 
saw an estimated 74,000 
millennials. Whereas, the 
Democratic primary, which 
happened on Saturday 
February 27, drew in roughly 
55,000 young people. 
 “Once again, young 
voters turned out in large 
numbers in South Carolina, 
particularly on the Repub-
lican side, and expressed a 
di erent candidate prefer-
ence than older voters,” said 
Kei Kawashima-Ginsberg, 
Director of CIRCLE. “Young 
people are participating and, 
potentially, gearing up to 
shape this election.”
 With the  rst Super 
Tuesday data also in the 
books, youth participation 
showed the eagerness millen-
nials have to in uence both 
parties, but especially on the 
Republican side. 
 “In the Republican 
primaries and caucuses, 
young people continued to 
participate in record num-
bers,” according to a release 
from CIRCLE. “In particular, 
youth participation in the 
Republican contests increased 
dramatically in Texas and 
Virginia.”
 Statistics from CIR-
CLE showed that the younger 
Republican vote supported 
Senators Ted Cruz and Marco 
Rubio, while many were still 
not as fond of Donald Trump 
as are the older voters. 
On the Democratic side, 
young people supported 
Senator Bernie Sanders over 
Secretary Hillary Clinton 
during Super Tuesday. 
  e statistics gathered 
from Sanders’ support rang-
es from more than 80% in 
Vermont and Oklahoma, to 
only 38% in Alabama, which 
was the one state in which 
young people actually favored 
Clinton over Sanders. 
 “On Super Tuesday, 
young voters demonstrated 
that they are paying close at-
tention and want to be heard,” 
said Kawashima-Ginsberg.  
 “While young Re-
publicans are voting in truly 
record shattering numbers, 
Democratic youth are con-
tinuing to show their enthu-
siasm by increasing their vote 
share in these primaries.”
  e next chance 
young Democratic voters 
have to cast their ballot are in 
the Democrat Caucuses for 
Alaska, Hawaii, and Washing-
ton on March 26. 
  e next chance for 
the young Republicans will 
be on April 5 for the Wiscon-
sin Presidential Primary and 
Spring Election. 
 is will allow both parties to 
participate on the same day. 
on the brain had yet to be conducted.  
 In 2011, Nichols decided to change that by bringing 
together a group of people from varying professions includ-
ing neuroscientists, artists, urban planners, and even real 
estate agents.  
  e study researched the ways in which the mind, 
body, and souls are a ected by water. 
  e researchers coined the name, “Blue Mind Gath-
ering” and continued to conduct many experiments to test 
the theory. 
  rough many di erent studies the study concluded 
that the ocean has positive a ects on the mind, body, and 
sense of well being.  It induces meditative like state.  
  e Sands Research Group studied a group of 45 
women who were asked to watch a combination of commer-
cials, comedy skits, and ocean environments. 
  e EEG readings indicated that the water images 
evoked both positive emotions and a longer attention span.
Adena Leibman, Ocean and Coastal Policy Advisor for U.S. 
Senator Sheldon Whitehouse, has spent much of her life 
in relationship with the ocean.  She agrees that the ocean 
indeed has a tranquil e ect.  
 “Its scale is almost unfathomable, and there’s some-
thing simultaneously awe inspiring and soothing about that,” 
said Leibman. “It’s hard to get worked up about the little 
things when you realize you’re kind of a little thing yourself. 
But for me, since I’ve kind of dedicated my career/life to the 
oceans, it’s also inspiring from the sense that time near and 
in the ocean reinvigorates my passion to protect it.”
 Another relevant study concluded that Australians in 
New South Wales who lived closer to the ocean were 27 per-
cent more likely to have higher activity levels and 38 percent 
more likely to partake in regular vigorous activity.
Water related activities were also found to reduce the symp-
toms of PTSD.  
 A study conducted by researchers at the University 
of South Maine, the University of Utah, and the Salt Lake 
City Veterans administration found improvements in all the 
areas monitored a er veterans were taken on a four day trip 
exploring rivers in wilderness locations.  
PTSD symptoms and perceptual stress decreased overall by 
19 percent and physical stress symptoms went down by 28 
percent. Sleep quality improved. Depression and anxiety 
lessened signi cantly. 
 Nichols explained that sur ng is especially soothing.  
 “Surfers probably exhibit more Blue Mind than 
anyone,” said Nichols. “ ey are attuned to the water, used to 
watching it carefully for hours on end, reading its changes, 
looking for the smallest indication that the next wave will be, 
if not the perfect wave, at least rideable.” 
 Anna Troy, a local surfer, is a real life example of how 
the ocean can heal. Since receiving her  rst sur oard at 9 
years old, she has been inseparable with it and the waves. 
“Sitting on a sur oard with your thoughts is one of the best 
meditations I think there is,” said Troy. “When I am paddling 
on my sur oard during heavy surf it can be one of the most 
mentally challenging things that I do. My mind is the only 
thing I can hear cheering me on. Once you are there it is one 
of the best feelings of relief!”
 Nichols’ extensive research, discussed in detail in his 
book, shows the true healing power of water including addi-
tional studies of its e ect on speci c disorders like addiction 
and Autism.
 Nichols also said that one’s connection to the water 
can improve creativity.  
 “Water’s in nite variety and sometimes terrifying 
depth has an unrivaled inspirational force when it comes to 
the physical world,” said Nichols.  
 For more in depth information on Nichols’ studies 
read his book, “Blue Mind:  e Surprising Science  at 
Shows How Being Near, In, On, or Under Water Can Make 
You Happier, Healthier, More Connected, and Better at What 
You Do.”
FROM BLUE MIND
 By their 30s, col-
lege-educated women see 
an $18,152 di erence in 
personal income between 
college-educated women 
who marry before the age 
of 20.  e discrepancy is 
much higher when com-
pared with women who 
only have a high school 
education or some college 
experience.
 e Marriage Project also 
indicates that marrying at 
any age between 20 and 
29 distinguishes a sizable 
di erence in income when 
compared to their “high 
school educated only” 
counterparts.
 ese components o er 
further evidence into how a 
college education provides 
a continuing marriage. 
FROM MARRIAGE 
Nevertheless, how and why 
these marriages end also o er 
an indirect ingredient.
 e ‘National Longitudinal 
Survey of Youth 1979’ annu-
ally followed a group of men 
and women who were born in 
the 1950s and 60s in order to 
pattern marriage and divorce 
rates in the U.S. 
 e survey established that 
89% of men and women who 
obtained a bachelor’s degree 
or higher ever married and 
only 26% ever divorced.
 ose with a high school 
education or less were near-
ly equal in marriage rate at 
87%. However, the divorce 
rate was about 17 percentage 
points higher at 43%.
We’re not old news.
Keep up-to-date with Coastal Carolina University news and events.
PHOTO COURTSEY OF BLUE MIND 
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“Fit for Summer” group 
exercise incentive 
program begins
PIYO - Pilates and Yoga 
4:30 p.m. • HTC Center
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. • Prince Lawn
Body Composition Testing
5:30 p.m. • HTC Center 
Weigh the Waste
5 - 7 p.m. • Hicks Dining Hall Zero Waste Baseball Game6 p.m. • Springs Brooks Stadium
Sunset Paddle  
 5 - 7 p.m. • Waccamaw River
Coastal Carolina University (CCU) does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, genetic information, mental or physical disability, or status as a disabled or Vietnam-era veteran in its admissions policies, programs, activities or employment practices. For more information relating to discrimination, please 
contact the CCU Title IX Coordinator/EEO Investigator, Coastal Carolina University, Kearns Hall 104B, Conway, SC; Title IX email titleix@coastal.edu; oce phone 843-349-2382; Title IX cell phone 843-333-6229; EEO email eeo@coastal.edu; or the U.S. Dept. of Education Oce for Civil Rights at www2.ed.gov/ocr.
Health Science Lab Open House
10 a.m. - 2 p.m. • Swain Hall 141
                  Teal Goes Green
4 p.m. • Student Union A213
TH
URS
DAY, MARCH 31Sunrise Yoga
7 a.m. • HTC Center
Anxiety is the Worst






Sponsored by the CCU Wellness Coalition and the following:
• FREE HEALTHY SNACKS
• VENDORS
• WIN FREE BEATS HEADPHONES
• FREE T-SHIRTS
• GAMES
• AND MUCH MORE
FEATURES
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Return of the Chants
Ian Brooking
REPORTER | @ian_brooking
  is year marks the  nal sea-
son of Coastal Carolina football for 
22 seniors. 
 Jabari Bothwell, Devin Brown, 
Kenny Daniels, De’Angelo Hender-
son, and Bruce Mapp are just a few of 
the star studded seniors that will walk 
on the  eld for the  nal time come 
Senior Day in November. 
 “It’s de nitely going to be 
emotional,” said Bruce Mapp. “When 
that  nal game is over, I really don’t 
know how I’ll react.”
 Mapp  nished last season 
with 50 receptions for 769 yards, 
passing 2,000 receiving yards in his 
career. He only needs nine receptions 
to reach 150 receptions.
 Since Coastal is in a transition 
period from FCS to FBS, there is no 
postseason play for Coastal Carolina 
in the 2016 season. While many fans 
and players are upset that Coastal will 
not be able to participate in the FCS 
Playo s, there is now a new goal for 
the 2016 season.
 “A goal we have set is to  nish 
the season undefeated,” said Devin 
Brown. “We would be the  rst team 
in Coastal Carolina history to do it.”
Devin Brown returned two kick o s 
last season and is two away from 
breaking the FCS return record.
“It would be nice to get that,” said 
Brown. “It would de nitely be an 
added bonus to my career. At the 
end of the day, I’m out here to better 
myself as a player and help my team 
out in whatever way I can.”
 Coastal fans were glad to hear 
when De’Angelo Henderson decided 
to return for his senior year. 
 Henderson rushed for over 
1,300 yards and had a touchdown 
in each game of 2015. Henderson 
needs only 521 rushing yards to reach 
the 4,000 yard mark in his career at 
Coastal Carolina.                                             
 “One thing I  nd pretty amaz-
ing is that I’m about only less than 
300 yards to get 1,000 career receiv-
ing yards,” said Henderson. “As a run-
ning back, that’s special. However, at 
the end of the day, I’m more focused 
on what I can do to help my team be 
successful and win games.”
 Henderson graduated in the 
spring of 2015 with a degree in rec-
reation and sports management. He 
is currently working on his second 
degree in communications. 
However, Henderson feels that he has 
un nished business he needs to take 
care of.
 “My legacy at Coastal Car-
olina isn’t complete yet,” said Hen-
derson. “I still have things I need to 
accomplish, some goals I need to 
achieve.”
 Mapp graduated in December 
and is attending graduate school for 
business.
 Coach Joe Moglia has been a 
huge impact in the players’ lives, both 
on and o  the  eld. 
  e Be A Man (BAM) pro-
gram has been very bene cial to play-
ers who are undecided or are not sure 
on what they want to do a er a life of 
football.
  e success of players like Josh 
Norman and Mike Tolbert is de nitely 
hope for not only the seniors who hope 
to hear their name be called at the dra  
in April, but future recruits and in-
com-ing freshman.
 “It shows that we are as hungry 
as the players in the FBS level,” said 
Mapp. “When critics say that we won’t 
make it because we are from an FCS 
school, that is just more fuel to our  re.”
 e new season will also bring in a new 
defensive coordinator. 
 Mickey Matthews’s last job was 
at James Madison University, where he 
worked for 15 years, winning a national 
title in 2004.
 “Coastal Carolina has great 
promise in their future and I’m glad I 
get to be a part of it,” said Mat-thews.  
 “We have a great group of guys 
that I am excited to work with.” Jabari 
Bothwell, a communication major, 
posted 73 tackles last season, reach-
ing 100 career total tackles. He had an 
outstanding 11 tackle performance in a 
win over Presbyterian. 
 “I’m really excited to see what 
he brings to the table,” said Bothwell. 
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“He has an outstanding record and he 
is a great addition to our program.”
Another senior that hopes to make 
his mark this season is running back 
and special teams’ spe-cialist, Kenny 
Daniels. 
 Daniels was made a walk on 
in the spring of 2013. 
 “ at has been my favorite 
memory so far at Coastal Carolina,” 
said Daniels. “It was a huge ac-com-
plishment, especially for someone 
who wasn’t heavily recruited out of 
high school.”
 With the amount of records 
and the milestones this group of 
seniors has accomplished, there is no 
doubt that Coastal Carolina fans will 
be in for a treat in the 2016 season. 
 ere is already a growing legacy 
that these men have built and it will 
continue to grow in the upcoming 
seasons. 
 Each player feels that while 
they have some work le  to do, the 
memories they have made and the 
people they have met has molded 
them into the men and players they 
are now. 
bass, lined the Mississippi River, each 
with it’s own unique vibe. 
 One stage in particular stood 
out to Frye. 
 “ e Back Alley stage stole 
my heart,” said Frye. “Every artist 
threw and I believe it had a lot to do 
with the genre of music which was 
Progressive House.  e energy and 
vibes at this stage were amazing and 
always positive. It was de nitely more 
secluded and intimate and the artists 
were able to connect with the crowd. 
 ere also was a beautiful view of the 
Greater New Orle-ans bridge.” 
 Festival sta  were obvious-
ly dedicated to providing the best 
BUKU experience for the at-tendees. 
 “BUKreatures” roamed the 
festival in full costume and photog-
raphy sta  regularly took photos that 
FROM #TOOBUKU
were then automatically uploaded 
to the attendees linked social media 
accounts. 
  e loving and friendly en-
vironment created by attendees and 
artists created an intimate feeling that 
is unmatched by any other festival. 
 ArtIsts regularly came out 
into the crowd a er the set was  n-
ished to speak and interact with fans. 
 Frye stressed that everyone 
should attend BUKU.
 “I would attend this festival 
again and de nitely recommend to 
any festival goer to try at least once,” 
said Frye. “My overall experience 
was amazing. By far the best festival 
I’ve attended be-cause of the positive 
energy, creativity, variety, and vibes. It 
was Too BUKU!”
PHOTO COURTESY OF BUKU MUSIC + ART PROJECT
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Another Victory in the CIT
Ian Brooking
REPORTER | @ian_brooking
JAYLEN SHAW  BREANNA GIDDINGS, 
THE CHANTICLEER
BADOU DIAGNE    PHOTO BY IAN BROOKING, THE CHANTICLEER
 Coastal Carolina’s season 
continues a er a 71-62 victory at 
the HTC Center over New Hamp-
shire in the second round of the 
College Insider Tournament. 
 According to GoCCUS-
ports, Head Coach Cli  Ellis said 
it was a hard fought win against a 
very good New Hampshire team.
 “When you get to this point 
in the season, every game is a tough 
game,” said Ellis. “You have to dig 
deep and  gure the other team out.”
It was a close contest in the  rst 
half, with New Hampshire leading 
at the break, 28-25. Coastal made a 
run at the start of the second half to 
help get a seven point lead thanks 
to Elijah Wilson, who  nished with 
19 points on the night.
 “Jaylen and Elijah came up 
big for us again tonight,” said Ellis. 
“Our defense got us stops and we 
capitalized on the o ensive end. It 
was a great team e ort.”
 Jaylen Shaw  nished with 
16 points on the night, shooting 
50 percent from a 3-point range. 
 “We are very grateful to 
be playing in the postseason,” said 
junior guard Elijah Wilson. “Many 
teams aren’t playing at this time of 
the year so it’s a real blessing to us 
and for us to play in front of our 
home crowd.”
 Coastal Carolina defeated 
Mercer on Tuesday to get its  rst 
postseason win in program history. 
Elijah Wilson led the way with 18 
points to guide the Chanticleers to 
a 65-57 victory at the HTC Center.
 Coastal has made four 
NCAA tournament appearances 
and two appearances in the Nation-
al Invitational Tournament (NIT), 
yet lost in all six games. Coastal’s 
1991 win over Jackson State did not 
count as an NCAA Tournament 
win since it was a play-in game.
It was a back and forth game with 
Mercer putting Coastal on its heels. 
With just over 10 minutes to go, 
Jaylen Shaw knocked down a three, 
giving Coastal the 39-36 lead. From 
there on out, Coastal never looked 
back. Shaw’s three-pointer put Coast-
al on an 11-4 run. 
 “I have to give credit to my 
teammates for  nding Jaylen and 
I during that little run there,” said 
Wilson. “ ey trusted us to take this 
kinds of shots and we were fortunate 
to be able to knock them down.”
 It was a good return for 
senior Badou Diagne, who missed 
the opportunity to play during his 
senior night game against Charleston 
Southern due to injury.
 “It felt amazing to be back out 
there,” said Diagne. “By the feeling I 
have a er this game, I can tell that I 
want to do this for the rest of my life. 
I was enjoying being out there with 
my teammates. I am thankful for 
the crowd that came tonight as well. 
Hearing them cheer as I came back in 
really meant a lot to me.”
 Diagne  nished with eight 
Badou Diagne  nished the game with 
19 points and 10 rebounds.
 “Badou played a key part in 
keeping us in the game during the 
 rst half,” said Ellis. “He made some 
key shots and assisted on some excel-
lent defensive stops.”
  is was Diagne’s  rst dou-
ble-double since February 6 at Rad-
ford when he scored 13 points and 
hauled in 16 rebounds.
 In total, seniors Marcus Free-
man, Badou Diagne, Tristan Cur-
tis, and Aaron Law hauled in 25 of 
Coastal’s 43 rebounds. Freeman led 
the team with three blocks Saturday 
a ernoon.
 With the victory, Coastal 
improves to 20-11 on the season.  is 
is Coastal’s   h 20 plus win season in 
the last seven years.
 “Twenty wins is always some-
thing,” said Ellis. “It always makes a 
season special. It’s really a tribute to 
the players and I am really happy for 
our seniors.  ey’ve been here a long 
time and this is their third straight 
twenty plus win season. I’m glad 
FROM CIT HISTORY
points, nine rebounds, and two 
blocks in his return to the court. He 
also made plays on the defensive end 
that helped Coastal pull away toward 
the end of the game.
 “Whenever you get stops like 
that, especially those that are deep in 
the game, it really kills a team’s con-
 dence,” said Wilson. “Coach always 
tells us we have to get stops and try to 
produce on o ense.”
 Jaylen Shaw shot a three 
pointer with 2:20 minutes le  in the 
second half extended the lead to nine 
for Coastal and sealed the victory. 
Shaw  nished with 16 points on the 
night.
 “We had guys who made big 
plays on both ends of the court,” said 
Head Coach Cli  Ellis. “We fought 
hard. We won and advanced.”
  e CollegeInsider.com 
Postseason Tournament (CIT), was 
formed in 2009 and several teams 
have bene ted from participating 
and winning this tournament. Mer-
cer won the CIT in 2012 and then 
knocked o  3 seed Duke in the  rst 
round of the NCAA Tournament. In 
fact, three CIT runner-ups are partic-
ipating in this year’s Big Dance.  ey 
are Yale, Iona, and Weber State.
 “A deep run in this tourna-
ment would me a lot for our guys 
and our program,” said Ellis. “We’re 
getting experience, the feel of post-
season play, and you’re trying to lay 
some groundwork for the future of 
the program.”
Coastal     
Carolina   








 Coastal Carolina traveled to 
Farmville, Virginia to play against 
the Longwood Lancers. 
  e team would go on to 
win the weekend series with a 11-2 
victory and improve their 13-9 over-
all and 2-1 in the Big South.
 Coastal Carolina started the 
series on March 18 with a double 
hitter planned out for the day.  e 
 rst game started at 2 p.m. and the 
second game started at 6 p.m.
 During the  rst inning 
both teams started o  swinging by 
making plays to keep the score 0-0. 
 is cycle continued into the fourth 
inning, until Coastal Carolina made 
its  rst run.
 G.K. Young scored o  of 
Chadwick’s double, leaving Coast-
al Carolina in the lead. Longwood 
would follow with three runs to 
home, leaving the score 3-1 by the 
end of the fourth.
  e game started to heat up 
with Coastal Carolina making an-
other run at the top of the sixth, but 
would fall short when Longwood 
added two more runs by the bottom 
of the eighth.
 Coastal Carolina started the 
weekend series with a 5-2 loss.
 Shortly a er the  rst game, 
Coastal Carolina played for a second 
game of the day.
 Longwood made their  rst 
run during the bottom of the third, 
trailing behind Coastal Carolina.
 Young scored again o  of 
Woodall Jr. single at the top of the 
fourth. Parrett scored o  of Young’s 
double to le  center. Longwood 
would follow with a second run at 
the bottom of the   h.
 At the top of the ninth, 
Coastal made three successful runs 
to win the game. Paez made a home 
run down le   eld. Remillard and 
Cooke scored o  of a wild pitch. 
 Coastal Carolina defeated 
Longwood 7-2, ending the double 
hitter.
that we’re able to play and keep it at 
home.”
  e Chanticleers will be back 
in action on Wednesday night at 7 
p. at the HTC Center to host a CIT 
Quarter nal matchup.
PHOTO COURTESY OF LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY
ENTERTAINMENT
 The Pier House Restaurant is a seafood restaurant 
located on the Boardwalk at Second Avenue and 
North Ocean Boulevard in Myrtle Beach, South 
Carolina.
 Second Avenue Pier includes the Pier House 
Restaurant, one of the many piers located on Myrtle 
Beach Boardwalk that has a great fi shing spot and 
open air bar.
 Since Pier House Restaurant is based on the 
Boardwalk, the view from inside the restaurant 
is absolutely breathtaking. It gives customers a 
picturesque view of the Atlantic Ocean.
 Guests can dine inside or take their meal outside 
and have the wonderful sea breeze give an even more 
relaxing feeling.
 The lunch menu ranges in prices from a $5 house 
made cup of soup to an $18 combination of fl ounder 
and shrimp.
 Both the lunch and dinner menus share some 
similarities in appetizers. The lunch menu off ers 
more sandwiches. The Conway Club is an excellent 
homespun take on the club sandwich with the right 
amount of bread, meat, cheese, and vegetables.
 The dinner menu ranges in prices from $3 
hushpuppies to a $28 oyster and scallop plate. The 
main courses at Pier House are some of the most 
delicious dishes you will ever taste.
 No matter how you like your steak, the Ribeye 
is always made to perfection. The salmon has the 
right amount of honey bourbon glaze that gives it an 
amazing taste.
 Second Avenue Pier and the Pier House Restaurant 
have been in Myrtle Beach for over 75 years and for 
very good reason.
 It has a feel good atmosphere, impeccable view, 
and the food is to die for. If you ever feel like treating 
yourself to a good time, Pier House Restaurant is 
where it is at.
  Taylor Swift introduces herself to the world of pop 
with her fi fth studio album, 1989. The girl who used 
to sing about Tim McGraw and having teardrops on 
her guitar is now “shaking off ” her country roots and 
entering the pop genre.
 “Shake It Off ” was the fi rst single off  this album, 
released in August, two months before the al-bum 
release.
 “Shake It Off ” was nominated for three Grammys in 
2015, but lost to Sam Smith’s “Stay with Me” in two of 
three designated categories.
 The second single, “Blank Space,” which was released 
in November 2015 was nominated for Record of the 
Year and Song of the Year at the 2016 Grammy Awards. 
While those two lost, Swift’s 1989 album did pick up the 
Grammy for Album of the Year.
 Swift is the fi rst woman to win Album of the Year 
twice as a leading artist.
 Taylor Swift took a risk with releasing 1989.  Many 
critics believed that she should have stayed in country 
music and that pop was going to ruin her career. Its 
funny critics should say that.
 Not only was 1989 Swift’s most successful album with 
three Grammy Awards to go along with 10 nominations, 
the 1989 World Tour was the most successful concert 
tour for Swift. The tour raked in over $250 million 
dollars of just ticket sales.
 There are several hits on this record that everyone 
should listen to.
 The rhythmic and pulsating opening song “Welcome 
to New York” is a blend of pop and perfec-tion. “Blank 
Space” and “Style” is a great blend of rock and pop. 
“Shake It Off ” is an instant dance classic.
 The 1989 version of “Bad Blood” is a tantalizing mix 
of bass and shows off  Swift’s vengeful side. The remix 
to “Bad Blood” with Kendrick Lamar helped Swift 
win Best Music Video at the 2016 Grammy Awards. 
“Wildest Dreams” is that love song that we all know 
Swift can knock out of the park all too well.
 Overall, this album is well worthy of the accolades 
it has been nominated for. While this is Swift’s fi fth 
studio album since she came on the music scene almost 
ten years ago, Taylor Swift is at the peak of her career 














 Creed tells the story of the former heavyweight 
champion Rocky Balboa as he trains the son of his 
former rival and friend, Apollo Creed.
 The son of Apollo Creed, Adonis Johnson, is played 
by Michael B. Jordon, who has a love for boxing, but has 
been trying to keep his name under wraps. Johnson has 
a fear that if anyone fi nds out who his father is, he will 
not have earned his name himself.
 Balboa is hesitant at fi rst to train Johnson because he 
does not know if he wants to get involved with boxing 
again to that extent. However, after fi nding out that 
Johnson is Creeds son, something magical happens.
 It was very well portrayed in the movie that the 
relationship between Balboa and Johnson is meant to 
be.
 The viewer can tell that Adonis Johnson really put in 
a lot of work outside of the fi lm. He had to keep in shape 
for the boxer role he has to play.
 The viewer can feel a lot of character and passion 
through the Johnson character.
 Balboa in the fi lm played a very well-rounded coach 
who knew what he was talking about. Having the actual 
Rocky Balboa play the character is something that 
could not be replaced.
 There rarely are fi lms that do not have some type of 
love story intertwined into it. Johnson takes interest to 
his neighbor Bianca played by Tessa Simpson. Bianca is 
a musician with a creative soul.
 Their connection on screen was portrayed really well 
as they continue to get to know each other.
 The fi lm Creed keeps you emotionally invested, 
especially when they throw in a twist with Rocky 
Balboa.
 Johnson at the same time is preparing for a really big 
fi ght to prove himself.
 The proving himself part is not the easiest for 
Johnson, since he is now having to represent his father 
Apollo Creed’s name while doing it.
 I would defi nitely recommend this fi lm to anyone who 
has not seen it. The characters are really nicely played 
and they give you a very detailed look into the training 









You Know it’s March 
Madness
 “One Shining Moment” is a song played 
throughout March Madness. It was purposely 
written for the NCAA Tournament back in 
1987 and has been used every year since. Four 
artists having taken a shot at singing the NCAA 
Tournament anthem. First was David Barrett, who 
was used from 1987 to 1993 and then again from 
2000-2002. CBS used remakes of the song with 
artists like Teddy Pendergrass from 1994 to 1999 
and Luther Vandross, whose version has been 
used for the past six years.
 Cinderella teams are those who ruin someone’s 
chances at a perfect Final Four or knockout their 
hopeful champion. While 16 seeds are an atrocious 
0-124 against one seeds, be wary of those 15 seeds. 
While their record against two seeds is almost as 
bad 16 seeds versus one seeds, the 15 seed have 
won seven games against two seeds. Two of those 
wins happened in 2012, when Lehigh topped Duke 
and Norfolk State shocked Missouri. However, no 
one will forget the magi-cal run of the eleventh 
seeded George Mason in 2006, who made it all 
the way to the Final Four.
 It seems that around this time of year, so much 
paper is tossed out in an angrily fashion. Brackets 
are very hard to perfect, especially when a 
Cinderella team like the 2013 Florida Gulf Coast 
make it to the Sweet 16 as 15 seed. You have better 
odds of winning the lottery twice before cre-ating 
a perfect NCAA Bracket.
 Merriam-Webster defi nes the word snub as 
“ignoring (someone) in a deliberate and insulting 
way.” This refers to a team that many analysts 
and fans alike thought were going to get into the 
tournament, but were not selected. This year’s 
biggest snub was Monmouth. While Monmouth’s 
bench celebrations were pretty entertaining to 
watch, Monmouth’s basketball resume was pretty 
stacked. With wins at UCLA and Georgetown, the 
Hawks lost their conference championship game to 
Iona. We will see how Monmouth takes this snub as 
they play in the NIT this week.
 On Sunday March 13, the whole country turned 
their televisions to watch the NCAA Men’s 
Basketball Tournament selection committee 
release the list of the 68 teams that will participate 
in this year’s NCAA Tournament. Of the 68 teams 
that are selected to participate in the tournament, 
32 of those teams have received automatic bids by 
winning their conference tournament. The other 36 
are at-large bids that are given based on a team’s 
performance throughout the season.
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EASTER
RABBIT     MARCH      SPRING     CANDY      SUNDAY      CHOCOLATE      EGGS      
FIND      HUNT     HOLIDAY      BUNNY      BASKET       HOP      EASTER 
HOROSCOPES
Pay attention to the important things in your life. Nurture relationships with the 
people closest to you. Off er positive direction and make a point to pursue goals that 
will help you expand your interests and enhance crucial partnerships. Live, love and 
laugh. 
Stay on track until you reach your goal. 
You will impress someone with your 
intellect and your abilities. Celebrate 
your accomplishments.  
Put your energy into something you 
love to do. Playing as hard as you work 
is the best way to garner the success 
and recognition you are searching for.    
You’ll be tempted by people who 
have bad habits. Refuse to let anyone 
pressure you into something that may 
cause you to feel uncertain.   
Learn through association and obser-
vation. Your perception will not be ac-
curate, making it vital for you to gather 
facts before you make a move.       
Fight back if you feel you are in the 
right. Your strength, courage and abil-
ity to express your thoughts succinctly 
will lead to success. Do what’s in your 
best interest.          
Seek out information you need to forge 
ahead. Change will bring positive re-
sults. Express your plans and see who 
is willing to share them with you.     
You’ll be faced with an emotional chal-
lenge or will have to deal with someone 
demanding. Don’t back down. Have 
your strategy in place.     
Keep your ideas concise. If you explore 
your options and experiment with un-
familiar methods, you will be success-
ful. Romance is featured.         
Isolate yourself from situations that 
make you uncomfortable. Concentrate 
on the personal changes you want to 
make. Use discipline to excel.   
You’ll gain confi dence if you share your 
plans and bring about change that will 
help position you form future. Cut your 
costs and ease fi nancial stress.   
Stop worrying about things you cannot 
change. Put more eff ort into a creative 
hobby or a relationship. Romance will 
improve a personal connection.  
Delve into conversations that will help  
discover information regarding how to 
handle a situation you face. A personal 
relationship will off er benefi ts.    
AQUARIUS 
JANUARY 20 - FEBRUARY 19 
LEO 
JULY 23 - AUGUST 22 
PISCES
FEBRUARY 20 - MARCH 20 
VIRGO
AUGUST 23 - SEPTEMBER 22
ARIES
MARCH 21 - APRIL 19 
LIBRA
SEPTEMBER 23 - OCTOBER 23
TAURUS 
APRIL 20 - MAY 20 
SCORPIO 
OCTOBER 24 - NOVEMBER 22
GEMINI 
MAY 21 - JUNE 20 
SAGITTARIUS 
NOVEMBER 23 - DECEMBER 21
CANCER
JUNE 21 - JULY 22 
CAPRICORN
DECEMBER 22 - JANUARY 19 
WORD SEARCH MOVIE SHOWTIMES
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HOMONYMING SUDOKU
ACROSS
  1 “Cinderella” 
event
  5 Beat one’s 
___ (jab-
ber)
  9 Jack Horn-
er’s fruits





 16 Like 
Halloween 
sounds
 17 The IT 
department 
manages it













 28 Till con-
tents
 32 One in 
agreement






 41 “... with ___ 
in sight”
 42 Gross out
 43 Installs 
a ready-
made lawn
 44 Sounds 
the bells
 46 “As to”
 47 Seemingly 
without 
end
 53 Extremely 
delicate, 
as beauty
 58 Like many 
marsh 
plants
 59 Not what it 
once was
 62 Sheds tears
 63 Fiendish or 
wicked
 64 Do a 
lawn job
 65 “Faster!”
 66 Melon 
protector















  5 Valuable 
stone
  6 ___ and 
downs
  7 Atomizer 
output
  8 Basket 
maker?
  9 “She loves 
me” decid-
er





 12 Deep mud
 13 Calls, in 
poker
 18 Maximal 
su  x
 19 Yard 
divisions




 27 Building 
used for 
sports
 28 Upscale 
eatery
 29 Luminous 
surround-
ing
 30 Dundee 
native
 31 Deep red 
blood 
pigment





 35 “East” or 
“west” 
endings
 36 Flanders of 
animation
 37 Pension 
starter?
 39 Harvard 
rival
 40 Topple 
from power
 44 Jury mem-
ber, essen-
tially





 48 Bungle up




 51 “Time is 
money,” e.g.
 52 Harps’ old-
er relatives
 53 Make im-
pressions?
 54 Drive-___
 55 Elder son, 
often
 56 Still-life 
pitcher
 57 Name on 
many jeans’ 
labels
 60 “Jaws” 
sighting
 61 Like a 
centenarian
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